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ABSTRACT

This paper examines effects of pressur4 from the
community and, teachers' organization on interaction patterns or
structures within schools*. bpecifically on noriative consensus,
'upward communication, and facilitative dependence."These structures
'help determinemthe extent of cooperation and support.. teachers
receive. Questionnaire data from virtually all administrators and 253
teache,rs in a,stratified randoi 'sample of '34 junior high 'rid middle
schools are used for a school-level correlatioh analysis. - Community
pressure generally disrupts-the structures of cooperation, but at
-severe levels of .intrusion into the school, the effect may be
reversed as administrators and teachers CloSe ranks against the
community. Teacher organization pressure increases consensus among
teachers but decreases it between faculty and principal and between
'prindipal and superintendent. Such pressure reduces the receptivity
of the principal to teacher ideas (in their eyes, at least), althOugh
enhancing his actual knowledge of teadieVconcerns. Finally, teacher,
organization activity at the district level makes it harder foSt
school personnel to help one another. TheSe findings are interpr ed
in the light of changes, in school-environmental relations, wherein
community delegation of authority to professionals is giving way to
community surveillance and influence in the schools. (Author).
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This paper examines effects of pressure.from the/community and
teache r e).organization, on interaction patterns' or St rUctureS.within
schools, 'specifically on normative consensus, 'upwardicommunication
and facilitative dependence. These-structui.es heO'determine the !
ex ent of cooperation and support. teachers receive., Questionnaire
ddta from virtually all administrators and 23'teachers in a stratified random sample of 34 junior highand middle scilools are used for
school-levelocorrelatIonal analysis. Community pressure generally
disrupts the structures of cooperation, but at severe level's off
intrusion into the school, the effect may be reversed as administrators and teachers,Close ranks ag4inst the Community.
Teacher organization pressure increases consensus among.teachers but decreases it
between faculty and px4ncipal and between principal and superinten- "dent.
Such pressurereduces the teceptivitTvbf the principal, to
teacAr ideas (in their.eyes, at least), altylough enhancing his,
actual knowledge of teacher concerns!. Finaltly,- teacher organizationactivity at the district leiel makesit bar/der for school personnel
to hellp one another.
These findings are interpreted in.;he light
of changes in school7environmentaVrelat39ins,.1wherein community
delegation of authority to.professionals' is giving way to community
surveillance.andLinfluence in the schools.

4

0

This paper examines organizational structure in American public

Schools faced with varying degreesAd type§ of environmental, pressure:.
It considers three structures that are likely to beinfluenced by
such pressure a cl,to have an important impact on teacher work experiences:

normative consensus, upward comiunication, and dependence on the help
of others (facilitative dependence).

The findings should, therefore,,

illuminate teacher experienglor in

face of environmental pressure.

The usual conception of orkinizatiOnal gtru6turea centers on their

uSefUlneSsfor organizational
nizational

bals.

In the context of examining

,individual !experience in organizations, a conception which emphasizes
relationships -among individuals (rather than the purposeful arrangement

of roles and resources) is More appropriate.

Weick'.s definition. of organizeA

tional structure as."regularpatterns Of interlocked behavior" (1969:43)

L

subsumes the three "structures'' to.be consideredhere.

Each of them

'alters the probability of theduccessful pursuit of personal. goals
in the organilational context.

The Put-suit of pesonal goals is enhanced

by agreement with oiher'organizat

i members, espeCially With superor-

dinates, about appropriate goals an 'means for the organization (name.

tive consensus); by a substgntial flow of ideasand Concerts from

subo@nates to superordinates, coupled with superordinate'receptivity
'these ideas (upward communication); and by the exchange 'of .assistance
among organizational members (facilitatiVe dependence) (Leiter,,' 1977)'.

.)

Taken Itogeer, these structures partially describe the extent to which
\..

.er..

.

s'.'

organi ational members cooperate and receive support on the job; as
opposed to working at cross purposes or 'h'aving little Impact on one
k

I

*

another..

The effect of environment on organizational structure has been a
major thrust of contemporary organizational research.

For present

purposes key imsights in this thrust include the impact/Of environmental
pressure on otganizatioraf' goals (Selznick, 1949)*.thc need for argani-

zations to buffer their technical cores from envixpnmental uncertainty

Thompson, 1967), and the dependencies arising from the tanageMent
of environmental
uncertainty (Hickson et al., 1971; Htnings 'et al., 1974).
W
V

;

More generally, this ;analysis portra

structure asthe set of constraints

-

within which

rganizational adaptat'`ierf to environmental demands, takes

place, sha ing the attention and decision making process of aptors whose
cape city,fo% rational action is limited (March and Simon, 1958).

The analysis investigates the general propo*Won Oat

ie `level

of environmental pressure shapes each of the three orsanizational'

ti

e-

ptrctUres, and ttiereby;tHe extent of cooperation and support.First,
of
cora-

under ptessure'frdm the environment, administrative
resources are
m tted to mollifying the environment rather than} building internal
Ormative consensus.,

Moreover, such pressure often.reflects 'dissensus

among environmental, ctorsabout organizational operations and
products.
This d.ssensus may be-,echoed inside the
organization.

Second, as admin.'

istratots focusfh4r g,ttentiOn on the environment,
they have ,.e.ss time
and resoures for, responding to' subordinate ideas and
concerns.

In

addition, claims frdm the environment may well
contradict thlaims
u

of subordinates.

Effective dpWard communication suffers.

Finally,

environmental pressures ,creates uncertainty for subordinates
about,

impending changes and about the adequacy of
current performance.

kelp

from superordinAes can aid in dealing with such
uncer ainty, but

administrators who are occupied with environmental
c4ims have Tittle
time and resources with which to help subordinates.
.

In fact,bY b uf-

fering . envirotental pressure, administrators
may incur a, type ,o1 d epen-

I

dence in their sploordinates which the latter experience
as'h hindrance

rather than a help.

In contrast to'its effects on the help suferordinates

,
offer, environmental prp6sure can be expected
to increase facilitative

.

dependente,amongsubordieatet as they'close ranks against external
fi

threats.

91.4
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,

The focus on school organiiatiopOollow6
_.

.

.,

both environmental pressure and.:;6trOctilrea.of,Cooperation
and support
.

t

ft om the salience of

.

.

,/

;'-.

.

.

.tys .:

for schools.

.

'

Pressure on'S6
hOolsfroM their- 'environments iv growing.
,i,i.
'7

y

Until recently,' such .presSure wap minimal,
largely assured-.

The stOply of st6dents was

Communities. w re fairly willing to vote' school 'taxes.

1

supplemented whelthey,were not.
t ant. - Laymen

Teacher

dzations were
1

criticize ortry toi nfluence

'the.kind'of training students received.

darlson"(1964) has aptly

.

.

, characterized schooleAn thisunpressured context as virtually buffered
...

from environmental contingencies.
Recent years Have seen the emergence of threats to this environmental

Oa.

tranquility.

..

I

ft

The ,supply of students has fallen, dramatically with declining

fertility, Voters, have tebellsd against.04er-"rising school taxes.

The

"cOmpanyfunioe days are past in many, parts of .,the country; teachers
grieVe and 'strike.

,

State agencies and parent groups 110e become
;

much more active in the evalbatiO4 of Student achievement and threaten
o assess accountability,

Besides m0.eased environmental pressure,,, the, fotus on schools derives
from the salience for school organizations of the:structures of cooperation.
Insofar as educators' claims to be professionals are justified, schools
''

4

4,

',

o

shoUld be structured to further professional prattices.

Upward communi-

cationand facilitative dependenceare particularly important here.

Blau

4

(1968),hae arOed that prOfessionals working in organizations regard the
hie'archy of auchority as useful when they can pass ideas upward with
.
Pr

reasortable hopes pf iMplementation.

1

Similarly, professional status

implies thatsubOrdinates and superordinates relate as colleagues jointly
e/i,

....

4::

N

7

.

facilitate serVine to clidtts.

Potential and actual enOropmental intrusions int ',,..the1nternal

I'

\..*

decision making pros ss of the;SchoOl represent the breakdown of the
,

7

C

:.'

traditional buffered relationship betweenchoOi.and community,
'.

l''-'-.,;*':-''

mUnity dissatisfaction ManiestOtself aiVeisely as tax revolts,

1

Com-

.41.r

V'
.

attacks .on teachera, and demands for curricular change.

Moreover,

in7

trusions into internal School operations threaten the professional claim
of educators:

the community is reasserting control it had delegatqd to
-1

.

experts.

1

'

This focus' on potential and actual intrusions leads to 4 thiee%

part conceptualization of 'environmental pressure:

ssatisfaction, whloh
%.4

4

motivates intrusions;

.

/

.

.

,'`

.

N

...:,

.

organization And participation, which.facilitate
.

w

intrusion; and actual intrusion. (Note that the relationship between`,'

tF
.

a

dissatisfacti6n and organization remains to be investigated.)
,Ileyond the consideration of environmental pressure. in general, we

,

2

--V

will pay special attention to effects on 'the structures of cooperation
and support arising from teacher organization or union activity.

Per-,

ceptions-of union.aetivity shift with the'circumstance And vary among
teachers.

From one point of'view, the teachers' organization is a part
(

4

of the srhoors,environMent, much as a parent group or the school board.
GO,

AG such, it must he mollified and buffered.

From a secondperspective,

however, the teachers' organization is not an environmental actor but
rather the teachers' agent.

When this perspective holds, pressure

brought by the teachers' orianizatiori.is probably associated with

increased solidari* and cooperation.

Indeed, a kgy role of the teachers'

organization, consonant with this pOrspective, is to keep other environmental threats at bay, for example, arbitrary teacher transfers and
offs clue to declining enrollments and revenues and efforts to hold
teachers responsible for poor student acliievement.

A third point,of

--.7-0

view combines these two faces of teacher organIzatIon.
'

1
.

-

outside the schob

10-

.

-

z.

s

One face operates
.

.

on distri5,t and regional issues, ceiling strikes,
----

,T*
N

7

74..

6

collecting dues, and negot.lating contracts.

This face is seen as a part

of the envikonment, asking,tteachers to choose between their loyalties to'

their colleagues and to their school.

The-other faoe''operates within

the school, usually through the building representative, negotiating
-.

with the principaL'filing grievances when the principal oversteps negotiated limits, and facilitating the pursuit of personal and professional
,

goals within a. bureaucratic context. *Due to these varied perceptions:

of the teachers' organization,kits effects on the structures of co4eta,tion and support are both interesting and hard to predict.

Overall, the analysis that follows seeks to su

antiate the proposi-

tion that environmental pressure disrupts the structures of co peration
in schools.

'The conceptualization and operationalization of bo
r

environs

ment 'and structure are adequately detailed and sensitive, moreover,.to
promise elaboration of the gPriPral proposition in a more conditional
form PS thP tiara nra brought to bear-

THE DATA
41*

f\

The data ake derived from a queltionnaire survey of teachers and'
administrators in 34 junior high and middle schools,in South
Mic4 higan.

An original sample of 56 schools was drawn froma population

of 210 schools in a four-county sampling area.

Upper middle class Subnr4:.
..*.,..--.
i ,',C.':'
----:,
ban areas are slightly underrepresented in the, final sample. The sample
,.,

'

'

constitutes a. substantial proportion'ofthe population, 'The significance

orrelationships among variables in the sample,

2

kinderestiMated,,

-st

because the "effective sample size" is larger than the nomital sample

L.
c
'

s

size in the circumstance (Kish, 1965:43-4t5).-

The saptyl,was Stratified

.i

i

..i.",

,:r."

:

II

,

.

on school size, percent minority Tin the studentbOdyinda.facillty

)

characteristics index cmposed of mean
proportion 0with a master!g degree.

salarypeane$Pg4ence,"and fthe
',..'....

.,

The populatiOn/of,imference here

does not include schools whose faculties vereneither above the median'
on all tire
all three.

'of these faculty characteristics nor below the' median on

Since an analysis of all junior high and middle schools in

Michigan (Leiter, 1977) shows that the faculty characteristics index
behaves linearly with respect to 'all, available school structure and
0

pembership variables, there is:.every reason to eXpect that findings

here will interpolate to'the exclud. cases:
1

Different questionnaires were admInistired

to

school admiasttators

and to random samples of teachers at each school, stratified by age and
sex.

Virtually all administrators coopera'ted; the response rate among
,

teaAers was 69%, yieldin

253 teaches respondents or'an average of

7.23 per school.

,

THE VARIABLES
4.

The append:Tx contains details on the operationaliz tion of the.

Concepts.

The descriptions which follow are meant t

able a first

reading of the analysis.

Some variables are created from administrator data, otters from

dr
the'teacher-data, and one( a.behavioral measure of upward communication,
Uses both data sources.

Where teacher

usually is a mean acrols teachers a

a are used, the variable

the same schools,.

The princi

l's

4

responses are used where available for variables based on administratc.iV
data.

9

ti

Environmental pressure' from the community as a whole is mpapured

terms of the e t

schools, the

r

d levg,1 of community ilissatiefactionjwite.."

ived level of community organization and unity Es-a-visi

the schoAs, and the number of actual community efforts to infl
internal school decisions.

4

Community dissatisfaction is 4itiMated

fr

independently by an administrator and teachersat the sefigol%

Pressure froM the teachers' organizationis'operatonalized in
.4

terms of its potential to intrude and actual.intrusions%

The poOentiak.

for intrusion (analogous to community organization, Apove)p
captured
1
.10 a scale that assesses the organization's.stren&t

fin:-terms

Of its" x

Net

impact on the teachers' master contract and by an thdOs.../tif ra002and,file
participation within the school.

Actual 'Intipsions are,o#

tionalized

'

by the number of recent grievances filed at the school'' and by Of numberf
of times the.districts' teachers have gone on strike
recently.' "These four
variables can also be classified. intv measures of district7level
acrivity

(strength and strikesarisbles) and srbc,p -level activity.
(participation
AP

and grievances variables).
Normative coisensus is meaqured among the schools' teachers, berwpen
the teachers and the principal, and between the administrators and.a
----N

superordinate.

tor principals, this means the superintendent; for

assistant principals, it means the principal;

.

0

Upward 'communciagson is operationalized behaviorally and perceptuaTly.

'

The behavioral measure compares teachr reports of ,their
greatest concerns

with

niArator estimates of teacher concerns. :The greater the agree)

ment,

geateeth'e upwar4 communication.

or

1,
.

44\"

4

4

Ag6

e'

r

Teacher uncertainty ismeasured in twoways.

iiiMP

perceptions of

The first is teacher

thafaculty's'underiainiyoebout SeveralMatters: most of
.
which concern the possibiIitx of performing well
on the job.
,

second isItdachet self- reports of insectary,
"

uncertainty,antlerision..

The'second measure can be to en
as relating to uncertai4tOpre abo'ut,
A

job secuVy than about the'act of
teaching itself.
The.measures of facilitative

,

,..

'

....

deperidence tap the help,teaChers feel.

they receive in trying to do their
job successfully.

Three variables

look at help received overall, from other
teachers, and front the
principal-

FINDINGS.

though 34 cases.ere respectable for
a study. of organizations,
str.

t adherence to tests of statistical significan
would

lead to

discounting the substantive significance of
many. fairly large relationships (Selvin, 1957).

Results of signifitance

sting will'be reported

to give chOince its due, but they will
not be e

haSized'in the analysis.

Rather, the size of relatpnships, their
patterning, and the persuasitieness

of tyarr interpretation should be used
to evaluate their significance.
,

COMMUNITY PRESSURE
In ordelv,to interpret the individual relationships
of community

dissatisfaction, organization, a4d intrusions with
the tfiree structures

as` the impactAf comMunItyptesSO4,

the :relationships amOng the three

.

constituents of community pressure must be established:

e

Earlier, v;

assumed that dissatisfattion and organization are
AL
each positively
,---

related to actual intritsions.
I

.

-\---.,

et

.In fAct, the correlation of dissatisfaction
,

.

-107

t
with intrusions ispOsitive teachers' estimat&r = .26; 'administrator's
15.

estimate vs= .28).

The more dissatisfied the community; tkle more intru-

signs it malt'es on the school.

However,` organized communiiiew a re not

.

o

intrusive (zero-order r = -.08; 'partial r, controlling for, teachers'
and administratorti estitites:of community dissatifaction; respectively,..

are -.01 and-09).

This may simply,mean that the intrusions' reported by

administrators are usually made by individuals or small groups r
.

than by such formal organizatiqns as a parents'-orginization or the
Chamber of Commerce.

4

Moreover,.the same communities that school personnel

erceive as dissatisfied are not reported.to be well-organized (r
for the teacher estimate of dissatisfaction, 1.51 for,.the
administrator
14.

,estimate; the latter correlation is significant at the .01 level).
Dissatisfied communities tend to be fragmented, again supporting the
idea that actual intrusions are made b

individuals and suggesting that'

(dissatisfied communities tend to dissensus.

Overall; community pressure

can be associated with dissatisfied and intrusive, but unorganized,"
.

communities.

Thy remaining data analysis 16 presented in three parts, ore for
the ImpaCt of environmental pressure on each of,the three structures
of Cooperation.

In each part of the analysis, expectations will be

detailed and,'then, the data will be reported and interpreted.

4

These,

expectations are grounded in case study datareporied.in Leiter (1977).
.1

NORMATIVE CONSENSUS
Expectations

Environmental-pressuie may, arguably either enhance or retard the
formation of consensus within the school'about school goals,and apprg-

12

)

°

a

'Prtate means. to

meet 'those

goals, -.Onthes one hand, a low level of
14

environmental intfusion may ihflect agreement between the community
4

and school administrators about goals' and, appropriate methods in

education, that iscommunity satisfaction with the operation of the
school.

In the absence of community efforts to participate (intrude)

in, decision makirii in the schools, the prin74pal is allowed considerable

autonomy in inducing teachers to join this consensus.

Moreoever, the

administration has adequate time and energy to concentrate on internal
school affairs, actively supporting the pursuit of goals and means
consistent with the consensus.

Conversely* a demanding, intrusiveS

environment forces administrators to devote a large proportion of their
time to external matters.
coordination results.

Internally, a vacuml,of leadership and

Teacheid, counselors, and administrators disagree

about appropriate goalt and means.

Overall then, the greater the demands

and intrusions, on the school, the less the consensus within the school.

This expectation is based on a particular picture of community-school
relations.

In this picture, the community is the original rep

f authority for the definition of school goals and educational meth
4

When it is satisfied with the way its agents are operating the school,
it delegates control tb them.
The opposite expectation for the impact of environmental pressure.
on within school consensus can also be argued.

A hostile environment

This may alsO result from co Unity neglect of the schools. Indeed,
such neglect may accompany di atisfaction if the co Unity is not
stirred readily to actual intrusion. The merely m
rate correlation
of dissatisfaction and intrusion indicates that su
"lethargy" is
{lot uncommon.
/
0

13'

0
- 12

4
may create solidarity 4na-consensus.among.schoolodctors,

as they close

ranks to take d'self-protective pbsture (Simmel, 1955;,Coser, 1956).
Consensus in t

se opposing explanations derives ffrom
rom different

school-environment re ationshipS.
and environment.

In the oth

In one, consensus encompasses school

consensUslin the school derives from

a division between school and environment.

These perspectives are

theoretically irreconcilable, but the cip.ta may not clearly support one

or the other due to the simultaneous,operation of,both dynamiis.
2

Con-

sensus encompassing school and environment may give-way to-Conflict

between them, generating a new within-school consensus in defense against
the intrusions of the environment.'

'Pressure from thelteachers' organization can be expected to have
a different effect on consensus among teachers.i.
other school actors.

panied by

An increase in such pressure is probably-accom-

eachers' redefinition of their relationship. with administrators

as conflictual.

This should increase their within - group, consensus while

reducing their agreement with administrators.
moreover,

between teachers-and

By.the SiMmelian argument,

such external pressure increases, consensus should increase.

within the administration.

'At high levels of teacher organizatibn pressure,

which occur when there are frequent strikes, however, some dissensus
may arise within the faculty over such issues as responsibilities to
children, legal risks, and willingness to forego pay.
Teacher organization strength and rank- and -file participation may

have diffidrent effects from intrusions measured by the grievances andstrikes measures.

Grievances and strikes clearly represent a conflictual

picture of administrator-teacher relations.' Evign without overt labor

14

.

1

conflict, grievances,or their threat are a tool,against administrators.
As the building representative of the teachers' organization at one
school put it, sometimes we file a grievance "just to keep him (the
principal) honest."

A strong teachers'organization, however, may be

not only atoOl to protect teacher interests and rights, but also a
way to impose discipline on teachers.

At another school where the

teachers' organization is particularly strong, the principal has
regular consultative meetings with the union committee even while
.

guarding his prerogatives to make the final decision-\s.

Frequently,

when the administrator gains the approval of organization leaders for
his ideas or when ideas are evolved jointly, these leaders help to convince teachers of the legitimacy of the idea and gain cooper4tion.

In

this way, a strong teachers' organization may increase the level .of
"-

agreement between teachers and administrator's.

Findings

The data in Table I are largely consistent with the perspective
%

in which 'environmental pressure detracts from within school-consensuS.
.

.

Community dissatisfaction, especially by teacher esitmatesis negatively
associated with most of the perceptual measure afconaltnsus, 'Organized
\

and unified communities, already noted as tending to be moresatisfied,
r

are associated with consensus within schools,-except that net of other
environmental effects, community organization accompaniate dissensus'
between faculty and principal.
(Insert Table 1 here.)

Similarly, but more weakly, a large number of community intrusions
into. the school is associated with dissensus between faculty and adminis-

15

4

.r

#-=

1.

14 -

,

trator anVamong administrators, but.with consensus among ,teachers.

f

Under

thesecircumstances of actual community intrusion into school affairs,
.
,

actors with

then ame interest increase their within-group .consensus,

supporting the Simmelian perspective, although consensus between.hierarchical levels decreases, supporting the other perspective.

For example,

unity among teachers is'somewhat'greater where the number of intrusions
is large.

Furthermore, if one disaggregates the measure of within-admin-

istration consensus into the principal's perception and the assistant

principal's perception, the dissensus detected is between principal

and chtral office personnel (r = -.31), not between assistant principal
wild principal (r = -.04).

These findings present small hiriEs that as

community satisfaction is replaced by extreme community dissatisfaction,
an all-encompassing consensus, may be replaced by within-Igroup consensus
and between-group conflict.

Teacherorganization activity has an interesting and sometimes
ironic impact on within-school consensus.

The strongest correlate of

strong teacher organization is teacher perceptions that faculty and
A,

administration are at odds.

One cannot ascertain from these correla-

tio?al data, of, course, whether unionization drives a'wedge between

teachers and administrators or whether unionization is a response to
preexisting disagreements.

Not surprisingly, rank-and-file participa-

tion is strongly associated with faculty consensus, but strong teacher
organizations which have secured substantial protection for teachers
are associated with moderate faculty dissensus.

Such organizational

strength may be accompanied by the alienationrof the,leadership from
the rank- and -file to the detriment of faculty consensus..

ra

Indeed, the

1
.

relationship. of strength and participation is negative
although weakly
so (.r = -.14).

The difference in direction of the zero-order effeCts

of grievances and strikes on f\acultY consensus
can be similarly understood.
...____...,

Grievances'are usually building-level expressions of
teacher militance,

0

.

.

while strikes reflect district-wide militance..

The contrast is analogous
1...

to the differences between rank -a d -file participation and
organizational
strIngth.

,
The differenteS. between
the effects of grievances an

strikes disappear when the effects of
participation and stren
taken account of.

h are

Teacher organization largely, enhances sol clarity

among adminidtrators except however, that frequent
grievances are
assodiated with disagreement among administrators.

This.may come from

the intermediate hierarchical position of
the principal.

When a grievance

is filed, he may often be forced to acquiesce
in the superintendent's
AC
or'the 'school board's wishes for the seetlement; rather
than being able'

to follow his own inclinations.

UPWARD COMMUNICATION
Expectations

Once more, one may reasonably argue opposing
e pectations for tht',

Ampact of environmental pressure.

On the one hand,

'schoollsenvironment may detract from upward communt

ressure.ftom the

eionAy,so

occupying the administration that it cannot
pay adequ te attention to
,teacher ideasland complaints.

This perspective on the:iinpact;of environ-,

meu al pressure emphaSizes the boundary-spanning role
o

1-1

inistrator.

This role includes the inteipretation'o

an educational
environmental

demands to teachers at the technical core of the
school arid the buffering

17
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of the technical core from these demandl.

(See Parsons, 1456 and

(

Thompson, 1969 fOr general discussions of roles performed at otgani,...

6

zational boundaries and technical cotes
are particu.larly strong, these

When environmental demands

res may force boundary

panning actors

primarily to face o4twardand largely to ignore teachers, even while

serving the,A0Ws of teachers for a predictable and st ble setti g in
which to teach.

From this perspective, increased environmental

ressure

can be expected to decrease effective. upward communicstion of t acher

ideas and concerns to administrators-

Boundary-spann4g adMini trators

may stop receiving information from teachers and substitute inf rmation
fiom environmental

omponents.

An alternate set'of expectations suggests that environmental pressure
should enhance solidarity' among teachers and administrators by helping

them to define their situation in the same terms, as they face the common
problems arising from environmental pressures (S-immel, 1955; Coser,
)

1956).

Such solidarity should assist teaches in communicating their

ideas to admintstrators.

Of course, one pattiCular type of Lviro-Inmental

pressute, teachers' organization activity, is unlikely to enhance
solidarity between teachers and administrators.

While such preSsurg

may help administrators.better.to understand teacher concerns, it is
likely to deStroy any feeling on the part of teachers that administFators
are active in their. behalf.

The data will manifest this as'different

effects,for the behavioral and perceptual measures of upward communication.

Findings

Table 2 Shows that by administrator estimates community dissatis)

faction is modetately negatively associated with upward communication.

18

Teacher 'estimates of
commu

positively with

pwaird

ty dissatisfaction,

however, are associated

.communication measured
behaviorally.

In addition,,
,the number of act
\I,al community
intrusions is
moderately related to good
upward
communication by both
measures. By some
measures., then,
community
pressure seems to interrupt
upward
communication, by others to
enhance it.
The

reconciliation again
recognizes that community
pressure may have
different effects
depending on its severity.
Actual intrusions into
the school may be interpreted
as more severe pressure
than
dissatisfaction.
Teachers; buffered from
moderate community
pressure by the
administration,
may only become aware of
stronger pressure, expressed
as intrusions' that
the
administration fails to
buffer. This helps
explain why the correlation
of the teacher
estimate of community
dissatisfaction with the
behavioral
measur9 of upward
communication is similar to
that with the number
of
intrusions. This two-tiered
. 'approach suggests that
under moderate cdmmunity pressure, the
administration concentrates
on its
ry- spanning
role, buffering the technical
core of pedagogical
activ
d in the
process loses touch with
teacher concerns. Under
severe. commun
-pressure,however, the sdlidatity
of'school personnel
increases as they take
a
defensive stance against
the community.
Their solidarity enhances
upward
communication.
-(Insert Table 2 here)

Pressure from the teachers'

41M

organization has the same
effect as
pressure from the
community, diinishing
perceived upward
communication.
This may not be dud
to the
preoccupation of the
administration but to
the "poisoning" of the
school atmosphere
between teachers and building
administrators. Frequent
grievances have this effect,
but strikes do not,
A

(There is no. page 18)
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.

Teachers probably see strikes as their affair with the school board or
4

.

.4.

Indeed, informal conversation at several sample schools

superintendent.

Suggested that.tte p incipal often is sympathetic with the teacher

I

POsition in labor dis utes.

Grievances, in contrast, reflect teacher

perceptions that the principal is not sympathetic to their concerns.

Many grievances are targeted against decisions,the principal has made,
which the teachers feel contravene the contract.

In addition, griev,ices

may cause the principal to

ake a tough stance toward the teachers in

allay fears in th

central office that he cannot control his

order t

,

(...

In so doing, he may lose teacher cohfidence in his openness

employees.

to their concerns and ideas.

'Rank-and-file participation in the teacher

organization subltantially, enhances administrative awareness of teacher

concern.

Otherwise, the effects of teacher organization on actual up-

,

ward communication are minimal.

Overall, then, the participation pf

teachers in their organizations helps clarify for administrators the issues
of greatest concern. to teachers -but leads teachers to see their adminis-

trators as unsympathetic to teacher problems.

Strong teachers' organi-

zation activity is not conducive to solidarity among teachers and adminis,"

trators.

UNCERTAINTY AND FACILITATIVE DEPENDENCE
Expgqtations
.

,Teachers may experience dependence on others in the school as
facilitative, or hindering or they in y not experience"dependence at all.

As environmental pressure increase, administrators and even teachers
are likely to have less and less time and, energy with which to help
Other teachars.

An administrator who emphaszies the boundary-spanning

20
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aspects of his rgle, however, may be able to manage uncertainty in the
A

environment in such a manner as to increase the dependence of teachers
on him.

They depend on him to wards off the uncertainty, that is to

buffer their work at the technical core where predictability is important.
For two reasons, however, they are unlikely to experience such dependence
as facilitative.

First, teachers are likely to want the principal to

handle environmental problems when he shares their educational goals
and approaches.

We have already seen, however, that environmental pressure

disrupts just this normative consensus.

Second, exchange theory (for

Txample, Emerson, 1962) argues that dependence is a resource for the
4nerationtof power.

Organizational applications (for example Crozier,

1964; Hickson et al., 1971; Hinings et al., 1974)have pointed to
uncertainty as the source of dependencies.

Thus, by managing environ-

44.

mental uncertainty a principal may generate power over his teachers.

A principal who\uses dependenceto increase his dominance over teachers
will likely be perceived as a hindrance by them.
,Environmental pressure, thus, affects teacher dependence In two
ways.

First,the help a teacher receives from others decreases as they

expend their time and energy on the environment.

feel hindered by those who manage uncertainty.

Second, teachers
The two reinforce,

each other. ,

Since environmentally induced Uncertainty is a key determinant
of dependence, the - analysis explores relationships between environ-

mental pressure and teacher experiences of uncertainty.

Such pressure

can cause unitainty by upsetting routines and threatening jobs, as
budgets are cut and individual teachers are criticized.

Additionally,

tt,

-z 21 --A

insofar as community pressure is associated with dissensus about'
school goals and means, nncertainty aboAt appropriate cladsroom
practice may result.

Findings

ti

4

Examihing the relationships among the measures of uncertainty
and facilitative dependence allows us to evaluate the relative importance of the two sources of dependence.

tions among these measures.
'pected:

Table 3 presents the correla-

For the most part, the findings are ex-

the two measures of uncertainty, while tapping different

sources of uncertain

are strongly related.

',-

The three measures-of

facilitative dependence relate to one another, as well.

Wh

teachers

.report receiving help from others, overall, they appear to mean their
fellow teachers more than the principal.

The experience of uncertainty,

especially that due to the breakdown of routine, is.accompanied by

diminished help overall and from other teachers.

ThUS, in the very

circumstance where help would most aid teachers in their work, that
help is absent.

Surprisingly, however, the experience of uncertainty

appears to be associated,with receiving' neither more nor less help
from the principal.

This suggeststhat uncertainty arising from environ-

mental pressure is not generally tranformed into teacher dependence by

the principl's management.
(Insert Table 3 here)

r

Turning to data reported in Table 4 on the impact of environmental
pressure on uncertainty and dependence, the expected pattern of
tionahips generally prevails.

Teacher uncertainty increases where

4.

1

environmental-pressure is high, both for pressure from the community and
from teachers' organization.

This pattern is clearest

relationships for community pressure.

the ,zero -order

The partial correlation for the

1

administratoe.s eat-iw_t_e__Oi_community dissatisfaction and faculty un-.

certainty is probably so large bepuse tit subsumes'the impact of community
organization; the administrator as boundary spanner is likely more con -

Rcious of community organizatpn than are teachers.
art Table 4 here)

(I
11,

Two apparenrxceptions,thi the general pattern can be partially explained.
.4

First, actualiintrusions by the community,

ave a minimal effect on teacher

1,

uncertainty.

The analysis of the determin nts of within-school consensus

showed that commun

intrusions somewhat increase consensus among teachers.

Such teacher consensus may help defuse the anxiety which intrusions bring.

In

effect, when the threat of intrusion'is realized, the faculty unites to defend
itself.

'Wi

fensive activity comes greater certainty about the outcomes.

A second excerption to the pattern is that rank-and-file participation

in the teachei's organization and the num er of grievances filed relate inversely to uncertainty.

This is in contrast to the other measures of teacher

organization activity with which uncertainty increases.

Here the explanation

is that grievances represe
t pressure initiated by a school's teachers often
1
r
.

.

directed at their principal, while strikes or

contract provisions which

*1

Comprise the strength spale,reptesen7pressure at-the district level.

More-

,

over, participation and grievances are actions taken by a school's teachers,
not intrusions

against these teachers by their environment.

should decrease uncertainty, not increase it.

1

'
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As such, they

Indeed, grievanCes maybe filed

1(.23

r.

in response to efforts by administrato s to substitute flexible pro-,,

cedures (uncertain) for inflexible conFact provisions (certain)..
Table 4 shows thalt environmental pressure also has a regular

effect 'on the way teachers-experience their dependence on others
.01+

specifically the help the individual teacher, receives fkom, Others..

Overall, the greater the environmental pressure the less heli, teachers
'receive

m others at school:

This pattern obtains for the effects of

Tkessure from the community and the teachers' organization insofar as
it operates at the district lev,e1 (i.e., strength, strikes) and, there-.

fore, in the schools environment.

The pattern- is especially consistent

in theozero-order relationships.. Interestingly, teacher organization
gctiviry inside the school, especially partipipation, shows the opposiltdo
pattern, enhancing facilitative dependence.

not associated with receiving he
often a part of a conflictual

Grievances, naturally, are

from the principal, because they are

elationship with him.

DISCUSSION

ThiS consideration of the impact of environment on.school organiza-

tional structures has focused on three structures with substantial
cations for the way teachers experience their work.

Normative consensus,

upward communication and facilitative dependente describe interaction
patterns in which the collectivity supports the pursuit of individual'

teagers'goals..

This .combination of structures is useful for two

rather different types of teachers.

e, the.solution to'pedagogi-

cal problems is through changes which go beyond his4own classroom, sips
..as the introduction of team teaching.

24

For such teachers,f.the three

4

,
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structures considered 4ere.underwrit
,

in this ;Way:

e cooperation needed to

A teacher of the second typo relies on himself
.

practitioner or classroom craftsman (Lortie,, 1975)A&°gO1ke "Odra

Auch a;te

needs legs the OoopAtion of others as co-innovators

than their support in his own ptobIeM'sSolving:
.

The thredettuctnres

.

provide.this,support.'
m

The data analysis shows that, overall, environmental pressure

interrupts these structures of cooperation and support.

Ironically,

L

environmental pressure often defines new p "blems for teacher's of bath

types to solve andincreases the urgency with which they must be con-

fronte.

For example, the movements for educaiioiial accountability,

economization, and desegregation 'require teachers t
problem solve.

innovate and

We have seen, however; that environmental pressure

of this sort militates against such tdacher response by disrupting
structures of no

information, and help.

Thus, pressure from the

environment both adds to teachers' problems and makes the solution

of those prOblems m
qualified in two

difficult.

These general statements must

ays. .First, actual intrusions by the community into

the school seem at times to regenerate cooperatiOn and support within
the school,

The prinolpal's distinct role as boundary-spanner gives,

way to solidarity across hierarcftical levels under such extreme pressure..
Second, pressure from VI _teachers'. organization originating inside 'the

school does not appear to interrupt cooperation and suppoX among
teachers but does in sortie waydisriipt these interactions with the

principal.

25
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From the school organization's rather than the eeachqrs' point Of :4f,N;'
k

--

' 41
H

.

view, altered struatuTeS under environmental pressure can be understpod

',

,-,

as adaptat3bn, proViding'a'new repertOire of responses to;environmental
64\

:s

,

demands for reasserted control of the schools (March and Simon, 1958).
An important mechanism through which
decreases in cooperation and support

vironmental (/
pressures leads to
the change in the'role,of principal

from internal manager to.boundary-spanner:

the internal manager coordinates

and leads; the boundary-spanner buffers and interprets the environment
1,0

for the technical core.

As the principal's role changes, teacher

experience costs in chaos (lack of coordination) and directionIessness ."4be
(lack of leadership).

The school organization, however, is adapting

to the environment through the principal's nerole as boundary - spanned`
He may be seen by, community elements which participated in his selectio
as their agent.

He may voice an educational philosophy closer to that

of powerful envirOn ental.actors, such as the federal courts and'leaders
in the movement for educational accountability, than to that of many of
his teachers.

By virtue of the boundaryspanning role, the school'

increases its effectiveness in interchanges with its environment.
However'exterhally adaptive these structural changed, the91,..make the
9

solution of problems within the school by the cooperatiohof experts or
by the solo practice of the craftsman quit

fficult.

This discon-

jtinuity between,external.adaptation and internal efficiency re,flecks
the dominant view of organizations that internal functioning is most
efficient when the environment is minimally felt.

Contemporary organi-

zation and management theory (and; indeed, this paper) have, thus,
stressed organizational boundary agents in their role as buffers of the

26
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technical core,(Thotpson, 1967).

Louis Pondy (1476) has suggested,

-however, that organizations may find tremendous new resources for

growth and change by welcoming in environmental influences rather
than'attempting to buffer them out.

For teachers and schools, this

would, of course, represent a total departure from the traditions
of bureaucratization and professionalization.'

Nonetheless, Such a:

departure may be preferable to the breakdown of.;key structures of
support and cooperation that this paper suggests accompanies environ_

mettal pressure.

In eitber-case,"changes in the work experiences of

teachers will he profound

ti
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TABLE 1.

Correlations

a

of Environmental Pressure and Normative Consensus
Normative Consensus

rr

.Among.
.

ivs

Between Faculty
and Principal

Faculty

Community Pressure

Zero -order

.Partial

-.24

.31

-.07

.--.25

Zero-order

.Among Administrators

Partial

Zero-order. Partial

Dissatisfaction.

Administrator
'estimate

.

Teacher estimate
14-

Olganization

.

7.45*

'-:11

-.26

-.30

.7:26

-.30

.17

.04

-.10

-.27

-.29

-.44

.10

-.01

-.09

.01

-.05

-.04

.15

-.05

-.32

-.06

.36*

-.46**

.30

.11

.
.

Intrusions

.17

.14

-.15

-Al,

-.23

-.32

Teacher Organization
Pressure
.

Organization
Strength

Rank-and-file
, participation
Intrusions
Strikes

Grievances

.62**
.17

.77**

,

-.26

.

.

-.41*
-.15 t'

Descriptive Statistics,

Mean

3.60

Standard Deviation

'

.57

0.00

3.27
.94

*
Significant at .05 level'
**

Significant at .01 level
n

.

-Ns range fiom 26 to 34 for zero-order corrations.
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N = 21 for partial correlations.

TABLE 2.

Correlations

a

Between Environmental Pressure and Upward Communication
Upward Communication

.Community Pressure

Dissatisfaction
Administrator
estimate

Behavioral Measure'
.

Zero-order

Partial

Perceptual 'Measure

Zero-order

Partial

-,.18

-.35

.10

.32

-.9

Organization

.14

-.01

.01

-.22

Intrusions

.25

.30

.07

.20

Xeachers estimate

e.t

-.25'

-.15
.03',

dk

Teachers Organization
Pressure
Organizatiem
Strength

Participation

-.02

-.04

-.32*

-,35

.37*

.12

-.10

-.43

Strikes

.05

.13

-.10

.15

Grievances

.01

.02

-.30

-.17

Intrusions

Descriptive Statistics

Mean

\-t..

Standard Deviation

.81

1.34

.38

1.46

*

Significant at .05 level
**Significant at .01 level

aNs for zero-order correlations range'from 26 to 34.
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N = 21 for partial correlations,

TABLE 3..

Correlations

a
Between Uncertainty,, and Facilitative.:-Dependence
(1)

.(2)

.(4)

(3)

(5)

Uncertainty
(1) Describit

'

facu ty

.41*

(2) Describi g self

-.01

-.07

-.44**

-.21

.00

Facilitative - Dependence

(3) Help received overall

.49**

.21

(4)'Help received from teachers
(5) Help received from principal

,Descriptive Statistics

Mean

.06

.06

1.92

Standard DPviation 0

.66

.66

.28

*

Significant at .05 level
**

Significant at -Al level
= 34 for all correlations.
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30

.

1.95

2.04

.26

:32

Table 4.

C6rrelationsa Between Environmental Pressure and Uncertainty and Faci1ita4Ve Dependence

Uncertainty
,

Faculty

'Community Pressure

Facilitative Dependence - -help leceived

'

1

'Zero-

Par-

order

.41*

Overall

Self

.

',From Teachers

From Principal:

Zero-

Par-

Zero-

Pir-

Zero-

Par-

Zero-,

Par-

tial

order.

tial

order

tial

'order

tial

order

tial

'.57*

.36*

.25*

.20

.46**

,-

Dissatisfaction
Administratoi
estimate

Teacher estimate
Organization'

,44**
-.27

Intrusions

-.24

.35,

.36

.01

.11

-.04,

-.19

,-.08

.32

.23

.04

.36

.05

-.02

-.03

-.08

.01

.03

-.08

,-.33

-.07

.05

.14

.07

-.28

.23

-.04

.17

.45

-.20

.06

-.02

.09

-.09

.19

.24

.02

-.19

-.23

.03

-.06

.11

;24

.24

.03

.28

.08

-.34

-.03

-.48

05

-.27

.22

-.13

*Teacher Organization,

Pressure

Orgatization.
Strength

,

-.26

Rank-and-file
Participation

'

.37*

Intrusions

Strikes

.00'

0

Grievances

-.32

'

*Significant at the .05\level

**Significant at the .01 level
11,

a
,

NS for zer -order correlations range from 28 to 34.

N=23 for partial correlations,

1
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APPENDIX:

Community pressure:

OPERATIONALIZATION OF VARIABLES

r/a

disgatigtpction

Two scales were formed from teacher and_administrator estimates of
community attitudeg: Principal component analysis was used to Weight
the items in the scales. A. school values for the teachers' resRonses
was derived :,3r taking the mean of the scale,value across teachek
.respondents at each school. The items and their loadings on ale scales
are:

Teachers' scale
Teachers and parents dd not get along well here. (.36)
Parents question the authority of the principal. (.35)
There is cOnsiderable mistrust of the schools in this community. (.41)
There is pressure in this community for a return to basics in the /.
schoo . (.27)
The

ommunity seems afraid that the edWOOls are wasteful. (.37)
Art:

The community seems afraid that the schools are not teaching values
it holds `dear. (.39)

Community support for the.schools ig rising. (-.34)

Administrator's scale
Parents of students here would like to see significant changes made
in this school. (.29)
Teachers and parents do not get, along well here. (.33)

The parents and I generally see eye-to-eye on issues concerning their
children's welfare. (-.31)'
There is pressUre in this community for a return to basics in the
school. (,00)
People in this community are afraid that their schools are inefficient.
g

39)
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People in this community prdvide generOus support for their schools.
(-.29)

/4

People in this community generally believe teachers hold the same
values they do. -.39)
.The people in this community support, the amount of innovative educational' eechniques.me are using here. (-.30)
The parents of students here are quite satisfied with the school. (-.37)
In this community there is considerable mistrust of schools. (.32)
The teachers' scale explains about fifty-five percent of the variance
among the, items in it. The administrator's scale explains forty-four
percent of its common variance.
Descriptive statistic) for the teacher and administrator scales.respecttively are:
means:

.01, .00

standard deviations:

Community pressure:

.57, 2.1

organization

The scale was formed by principal compenent analysis from admin,
istrator data.
The items and their loadings on the scale are:
Is there an active parents organization or parent-teachers organization
at this school?
(yes = 1, n -1.2) (-.59)
,The parents here are well organized to Tiiesent their wishes.

The community is divided in its attitudes toward the school.

(.60)

(-.54)

The scale explaps about fifty -one percent of the common variance among
the items.
The mean is _pia.'

The standard deviation is 1.38.
.

Community pressure:

intrusions

This variable is the number of times according to an administrator,
there has been an effort in the last two years by parent, organized
group, businesse-si- or other parts of the community to make their
opinions felt in the school. The mean is 7.64. The standard deviation
is 10.23.
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Teacher organization:

strength

Administrator data is used to derive a. Guttman scale with a coefficient
of reproducibility of .94. ,The component items in the order in which
they are combined to build the scald'are:
A teacher who refuses to pay dues to the teachers' organization is
discharged from the staff.
10

A grievance by an individual teacher is settled by compulsory arbitration
111. of a neutral party if it is not settled by other steps.
Teachers are assured by-contract of representation on the district's,
curriculum committee.
The scale values and the percentages of the schools at each value are:
(1) f

two percent (2) twenty-four percent (3) twenty-one percent
_ve percent. The total is ninety ;nine percent because of
rouliinsperror.
(4)

Teacher Organization:

rank-and-file participation

Teacher data is used to form this variables by summing the means
across teachers at each school for the following two items:
How many teachers would you. estimate regularly attend meetings of the
teachers' organization Of are otherwise active in its affairs?

How man, teachers would you estimate regularly talk with the building
representative about teachers' organization business?
Response categories ranged from none (1) to all (5) for both items
The mean for this variable is 5.55.
Teacher organization:.

The standard diviation is .94.

strikes

This variable is the administrator's report of the number of times the
teachers of the school have gone on strike since January 1, 1970, coded
from none (0) to six or more times (6). The mean is 1.03. The standard
deviation is .82.
Teacher organization:

grievances

This variable is the administrator's report of the number of grievances
that have been filed by teachers at the school since September, 1974.
The mean is 1.41. Therstandard deviation is,2.01.
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Normative consensus:

among faculty

The operationalization here is,the mean agreement across teachers at
each school with the statement: "Teachers in this school are more
united by what they have in common than divided by their differences."
The higher the code, the greater the perceived consensus among teachers.
d

Normative consensus:

between

acuity and principal

This scale was formed by principal component analysis., The items and
their loadings are:
The principal usually disagrees with the majority of the faculty on
issues elating to teaching as a profession (-.48).
I frequently find myself in disagreement
with the principal (-.61).
O
-4-

The majority of the faculty often disagrees with the principal on how
the school be run (-.63).
This scale accounts for about fifty-six perCent of the common variance
among the items.
Normative consensus:

among administrators

This variable is created by taking the mean across administrato2% in
the school of agreement with the statement:
"My superior sometimes asks
me to do things I do not think are a good idea." The code is reversed
so that a higher code indicates consensus. "Superior," of course,
refers to a different administrator in the responses of the principal
and of an assistant principal. In treating both referents 'together
this consensus includes some central office administrators as well as
building administrators.
Upward communication:

a

behavioral measure

This variable compares teacher and administrator listings of "the
five probaems which you feel are of greatest concern to your school's
faculty with respect to the operationof the. school and life in
The problems mentioned were coded in detailed categories derived
from the mentions in a sample of questionnaires.
These detailed
categories fell in the following twenty-five areas:
A. Students
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Behavior, discipline
attendance,, tardiness
learning skills, learning behavior
learning attitudes
other
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Teachers

B.

1.

2.

3.

characteristics of (other) teachers
relationships,
other

Principal, administrators,/ school board

C.

1.

2.
3.

4.

personal qualities of administrators (not school board)
relating to teachers
schodl board
other

Administration of the school

D.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

policies
controlling sjudents, discipline
coordination
related to teaching, ,classroom
insufficiencies (usually from budget cuts)
physical conditions at school
contract, labor relations

Program for students

E.

1.

2.
3.

curriculum
extra-curriculum
other

Community, parents

F.

.

1.

2.
3.

community
parents
other

Only these twenty-five areas were used In comparing teacher and administrator mentions.. for matches.
The number of matches between a
teacher mention and in. administrator mention at a school was Standardized for variation from school to school in the number of adMinistra'tors and teachers responding' and the number of,problems'actually men'tioned.'

.

Upward communication:

perceptual measure

This variable sums the proportions of teacher-respondents at a school
who agree that "the principal spends a good deal of his time on matters
of everyday concern to the faculty" and that "teachers feel free-to
approach the principal with school problems."
_

35.

((4
UnceraAntY:

describing faculty

This-variable was formed by principal component analysis of teacher
responses to six items. The school value was derived by taking the
mean across teachers at each school. The Constituent items and their
loadings on the scale are:
There is, no teaching technique suitable for the majority of students
at this school.
(.45.)

Teachers at this school must constantly adjust to new ways of doing.
things'.

('.46)

. The students at this school are very different from one another.

(.39)

It is hard for a teacher at this school to know what to do to educate
".students effectively.
(2'50)
.Many teachers at this school are unsure whether they will be working
'here next year.
(.25)

Teachers at this school do_not know what others expect of them.

(.36)

The scale explains about thirty-five percent of the common variance
among the items.
Uncertainty:

describing self

Principal component analysks was used to form 'a scale from teacher data.
The school-level variable was derived by taking the mean across teacherrespondents for teacher school. The items and their loadings on the
scale are:

I often feel tense about my life at school.

(.56)

I often feel uncertain about my life at school.

(.59)

I often feel insecure about my like at scho
%.)

The scale eXplains'abouteighty=lour percent of the common variance
among the items.

Facilitative dependence:

overall, on other teachers, on the principal

Overall,dePendence was operationalized from teacher responses to the
question: "Overall, what effect do others at schOol have on the successful completiob.of.a.teacher'sjob at this school ?'. The response categories:
range from "a great help". through "some help," "little effect," "some
hindrande," to "a great hindrance." For this measure of dependence on
others,'helPing and hindering were considered equivalent aspects or
.

.
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dependence.
The measure used, therefore, ranges from "little effect"
(code 1) to "a great.help",or " a great hindrance' (coded 3).
The
dependence of the individual teacher on other teachers and on the
principal was assessed by asking the same question specifically with
respect to "other teachers" and then with respect to "to principal."
The same coding scheme, including folding the original scale, was used.
The three variables measure facilitative_ d4endence rather than
dependence in general,.'because teacher respondents almost universally
avoided the
o "hindrance" responses. For the measure of overall
dependenc
dependence on other,teachers; and dependence on the
principal respectively, only eight percent, four percent, and eleven
percent ch e these categorieS". Essentially, therefore,-the responses
range
om "little effect" to "a great help." Variables at the school
love were formed, finally, by taking means across teacher respondents
for each school on each of the three variables.

qtel"ir
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